STATEMENT OF WORK
NEC- GSX men's bathroom renovation
PROPERTY OBO-10000
New Embassy Compound
U.S. EMBASSY KHARTOUM, SUDAN

1. Description of Services:
The US Embassy, Khartoum has a requirement to renovate the men’s bathroom in the GSX
building in the New Embassy Compound (NEC), Khartoum. The works shall be in the General
services annex ( GSX) and constructed as per drawings, scope of work, specifications and
General contract conditions. This project requires an experienced contractor to design and
execute the job.
The Contractor shall provide all labor, material, tools; equipment, supervision and other related
items required to the complete the project.
Contractors are advised to visit the site, verify the existing site conditions to develop their
proposal.

2. Submittals
A. Material list naming each product to be used identified by manufacturer and product

number. Manufacturer shall warrantee pipe and fittings for 10 years to be free of defects in
materials or workmanship.
B. Several color samples for the ceramic tiles, decorative tiles, and the edges and corners for
the selection and approval of the COR.

3. Scope of Work
A. Demolition works
a. The extent of work is as follows
1. The contractor shall dismantle the toilet, urinal and the drop-in sink and the
surrounding marble. The contractor shall ensure the closure of all the water
supply valves before starting the dismantling process.
2. The contractor shall dismantle the plumbing fixtures; shower heads, washer
mixers for the three showers and all the valves … etc.
3. The contractor shall scrap/ chisel out the affected cement /gypsum boards around
the showers area and the hand wash basins area as shown in the drawings
4. Move the lockers outside and then return them inside by the end of the project

B. Cement board works
a. The extent of the Cement board ceiling work is as shown on the drawings and/or listed
herein:
i.

The contractor shall install a new cement backer board’s wall to replace existing
damaged cement boards in the showers’ room with its tiles. The thickness of the
cement board shall not be less than 12 mm. The height of the board shall be not
more than 2.4 m.

ii.
iii.

The contractor shall provide all labor, materials, equipment and services required to
perform the work of this section.
The work includes but is not limited to Installing of the cement boards and finishing
of the board screw attachments to the steel framing.

b. Submittals
The contractor shall submit the following as part of his bid, manufacturer’s
certificate stating that materials furnished comply with specified requirements.
c. Delivery, Storage, and Handling.
i.Deliver materials in original packages bearing brand name and identification of
manufacturer or supplier
ii.Store materials inside and keep them dry and protected against damage. Neatly stack
cement boards flat to prevent sagging
iii.Handle cement board with care to prevent damage to edges, ends, and surfaces. Do not
bend or otherwise damage corner bead and trim.
d. Products
i.Available manufacturer: Subject to compliance with requirements, or equal approved
Durock Brand Cement Board, made by USG.
ii.

Fasteners: Provide fasteners of type, material, size, corrosion resistance, holding power
and other properties required to fasten steel framing and furring members securely to
substrates involved; complying with the recommendation of cement drywall
manufacturer for application indicated.

iii.

Cement boards:
a. Provide cement drywall board of types indicated in maximum lengths available
to minimize end- to-end joints. Comply with ANSI A118.9 for application system
and support spacing indicated.
b. Edges: Tapered or tapered and feathered (rounded or beveled) for pre-filling.
c. Thickness: 1/2 inch (12.7mm), unless otherwise indicated.

iv.Corner bead and Edge Trim: comply with ASTM C 1047 and requirement indicated below:
a. Formed metal or combined with paper. Metal shall be sheet steel zinc coated by
hot dip process or sheet steel coated with zinc by hot dip or electrolytic
processes, or with aluminum edge trim.
v.Joint tape: Paper reinforcing tape. Use pressure sensitive or staple-attached open-weave
glass fiber
vi.Setting-Type Joint Compounds: Government furnished, factory prepackaged use
formulation which develops greatest bond strength and crack resistance and is
compatible with other joint compounds applied over it.

vii.Ready-Mix Formulation: Factory-premixed product. Taping compound formulated for
embedding tape and for first coat over fasteners and flanges of corner beads and edge
trim
viii.Cement board screws: ASTM C 1002
e.

Execution
1. Attach Cement board to steel framing so that leading edge or end of each board is
attached to open (unsupported) edge of stud flange first.
2. Where drywall construction is indicated, seal construction at perimeters, and
penetrations with a continuous bead of acoustical sealant.
3. Space fasteners in cement boards in accordance with referenced cement board
application and finishing standard and manufacturer’s recommendations. Unless
otherwise recommended for specific application, locate all attaching screws 12 inch
(304 mm) on center.
4. Apply joint treatment at cement board joints (both directions); flanges of corner
bead, edge trim, penetrations; fastener heads, surface defects and elsewhere as
required to prepare work for decoration.
5. Pre-fill open joints and rounded or beveled edges, if any, using setting type joint
compound. Apply joint tape between cement boards, except where trim accessories
are indicated.
6. Where tiling is not considered, Finish interior cement board by applying the
following joint compound in three coats (not including pre-fill of opening in base),
and sand between coats and after last coat:
7. Embedding and first coat: Setting type joint compound
8. Fill(second) coat setting type joint compound
9. Finish (third) coat: ready mix drying type all purpose or topping compound.
10. Provide final protection and maintain conditions, in a manner acceptable to the
COR, which ensures cement drywall construction being without damage or
deterioration at time of substantial completion.

C- Plumbing Works
A. Summary of works
1. The contractor shall dismantle all the existing exterior plumbing fixtures if
applicable.
2. The contractor shall provide all the plumbing fixtures, fittings, pipes.... etc. to
connect the shower pipe lines into one single line to be controlled by thermocontroller valve. The thermo-controller shall be provided by the Embassy and
installed by the contractor.
3. The contractor shall maintain/ clean thoroughly the existing toilets with all its
accessories, install two new drop-in sink with its surrounding marble countertop.

4. The contractor shall furnish and three full new shower mixer and heads.
5. The contractor shall clean all the existing gully trap- floor drains in the bathroom.

B. Products:
The contractor shall be responsible for furnishing any other materials to finish the required
work stated herein.
The contractor shall furnish:
a. Copper Pipes: for hot & cold water supply
b. Accessories: Soap Holder, Top Quality, surface mounted, concealed fasteners,
chromium plated, soap holder shall be with integral plastic tray, surface mount,
chromium plated, Italian made, samples to be submitted for approval.
c. Bathtub/shower faucet/ shower mixer: single lever hot and cold water type with
ceramic disc, in wall as manufactured by Ideal Standard, Model “Ceraflex” or approved
equal. Shower unit without faucet.
d. Valves: Built-in valves, Grohe or approved equal.
C. Execution
1 Pipes, joints & fittings
1. Install the pipes, fittings & joints to connect to the existing system in the same
installation method and following the instructions listed below.
2. Install pipes, joints & fittings, in accordance with recognized industry practices which
will achieve permanently leak proof piping systems, capable of performing each
indicated service without piping failure. Install each run with minimum joints and
couplings, but with adequate and accessible unions for disassembly and
maintenance/replacement of valves and equipment. Align piping accurately at
connections, within 2 mm (1/16") misalignment tolerance.
3. Locate piping runs except as otherwise indicated, vertically and horizontally (pitched to
drain) and avoid diagonal runs wherever possible. Orient horizontal runs parallel with
walls and column lines.
4. Clean exterior surfaces of installed piping system of not required materials. During
construction, properly cap all lines and equipment nozzles so as to prevent the entrance
of sand, dirt, etc. Each system of piping to be flushed prior to testing for the purpose of
removing grit, dirt, sand, etc., from the piping for as long as time is required to
thoroughly clean the system.
5. In erecting pipe, friction wrenches and risers shall be used exclusively; any pipe cut,
dented or otherwise damaged shall be replaced.
2

Plumbing fixtures and accessories
1. Install plumbing fixtures and accessories as indicated, in accordance with
manufacturer's written instructions, applicable codes and regulations, and in

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

accordance with recognized industry practices to ensure that installation complies with
requirements and serves intended function.
Protect the installed showers and bathtubs with rigid plywood covers right after the
installation to protect from any damage during the installation of the ceramic tiles and
other finished activities.
Fasten plumbing fixtures securely to supports on building structure. Secure water
supplies behind or within wall construction to provide rapid installation.
Provide a stop valve in an accessible location in the water connection to each fixture
Seal (caulk) all fixtures to walls and floors using G.E. silicone sealant. Match sealant
color to fixture color.
Replace washers of leaking or dripping faucets and stops.
Clean fixtures, trim, and strainers using manufacturers recommended cleaning methods
and materials.
Upon completion of installation of plumbing fixtures and trim, and after fixtures are
water pressurized, test fixture to demonstrate compliance with requirements. Where
possible correct malfunctioning units, retest to demonstrate compliance, otherwise
remove and replace with new equipment and retest at no cost to Owner.
Apply the proper joint sealant and silicone for all joints around all the finished fixtures
and accessories as required to provide sealed installations

D- Tiling works
A. The contractor shall carry out the following works as shown in diagram
1. Re-grout the floor tiles to prevent any surface water seepage outside the tiles. Remove
broken tiles and
2. Use new floor skirting tiles in the bathroom, similar as existing.
3. Install affected wall tiles in the shower stalls. The height of the wall tiles shall be around
2.2 m.
4. Install a new extra marble piece in front of all the showers stalls. The marble shall be
similar in color, texture and finish to the existing pieces.
B. Products
1. Ceramic tiles for walls: manufactured by "El Gawhara” or equal approved,
minimum size of 150 x 150 mm, beige color, similar to the existing tiles in shape,
color, texture, finish and all other specs
2. Ceramic tiles for floors and floor skirting: manufactured by “El Gawhara” or equal
approved, especially for floors, minimum size of 300 x 300 mm. beige color
3. Marble stopper: two outside each of the shower stalls, the thickness shall be 2cm,
the height shall ½ cm above the level of adjacent tiles. The length shall be 1
meters, the width shall be 15 cm at least for each stall
4. Edges and corners: best available to match the walls tiles and provide neat
rounded edges and corners, or machine cut ceramic tiles to create neat edges.
5. Mortar: Portland cement and sand mortar, ratios are 1:5 by volume for floor tiles

6. Thin set mortar: Readymade, for installing ceramic on top of plastered surfaces
product of Sika Tilofix / Sika Ceram Grey /Sika Ceram White or equal approved.
7. Grout: Sika Tilogrout / Sika Epoxy Tilogrout or equal approved
C. Execution
1. Lay tiles from the centerline of each space outward so as to obtain border tile of
equal width and larger dimension.
2. Lay tiles in grid pattern. Align joints if adjoining tiles on floor and walls are the
same size. Joints shall be uniform in width.
3. Set tile firmly on the mortar bed. Strings or pegs may be used to space tiles that
have no spacers. Bring all surfaces to a true plane at the proper position or
elevation. Thoroughly beat-in all tile while the mortar bed is still plastic.
4. Make adjustment of tile before initial set of the mortar takes place.
5. Terminate work neatly at obstructions, edges, and corners without disturbing the
pattern or joint alignment.
6. Grouting: before grouting, wet the joints between tiles if tiles have become dry,
force a maximum amount of grout into the joints, and fill all gaps and skips. The
finished grout shall be uniform in color, smooth, and without voids, pinholes or
low spots.
7. Cleaning: Upon completion of installation, clean all tile surfaces so they are free
of foreign matter and leave finished installation clean and free of cracked,
chipped, broken, non-bonded, or otherwise defective tile work.

E- Partitions
1. The contractor shall install a new aluminum door on the shower cubicles. The shower
door shall be made of two parts, one fixed, 30 cm and the other is hinged (90 cm). The
height shall be 1.90 m.
i.

ii.

iii.

Installation, general: Comply with manufacturer's specifications and
recommendations for the installation of the panels, accessories, hardware, etc.
Maintain continuity of line and accurate relation of planes and angles. Install in
accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions and the approved shop
drawings.
Aluminum profiles: Sections and profiles shall be made of extruded aluminum
alloys free from defects impairing strength or appearance, medium weight systems,
1.7 mm thickness, frame. Depth and profiles as recommended by manufacturer for
system, strength, corrosion resistance, and application of required finish.
Fasteners: Galvanized, aluminum, non-magnetic stainless steel or other
non-corrosive metal fasteners, color to match, guaranteed by the manufacturer to
be compatible with the windows, frames, screens, hardware, anchors and other
items being fastened.

iv.

Do not use exposed fasteners except where unavoidable for the assembly of units,
and unavoidable for the application of hardware. Provide only concealed screws in
glazing stops.
Compression weather-stripping: Provide manufacturer's standard replaceable
stripping of EPDM gaskets complying with ASTM, including central, lateral, and glass
beading gaskets, as recommended and guaranteed by the manufacturer to remain
permanently elastic, non-shrinking, non-migrating and weatherproofed for the life
of the partition..
PVC panels shall be 5 mm, thick. Samples shall be provided by the contractor and
approved by the COR before installation.
Finish and colors: Powder coated electrostatic, white color.
Accessories & hardware: Anti-rust, of the best quality available, Aluminum,
stainless steel, carbon steel or other corrosion resistant material, designed to
smoothly operate, tightly close, and securely lock windows.

v.

vi.
vii.
viii.

2. The contractor shall extend the stainless steel partitions between the eastern style, the
western style toilet and the urinal. The extension shall be placed over the existing
partition. The stainless-steel section shall match the existing partition, finish, color and
specifications.
i.

ii.
iii.

The size of the new extension panels shall be 5 ft. X 1.5 ft. each.
Construction: 1 inch thick, constructed from 0.0313 inch/22 gauge Stainless
Steel, #4 brushed finish. Corners are welded underneath a clip that is affixed to
all corners. #4 brushed finish. The core shall be made of rigid filling material
approved by the COR.
Install units rigid, straight, level, and plumb on top of existing panels. Secure
units in position with manufacturer's recommended anchoring devices.
Secure panels to walls with no fewer than two brackets attached. if applicable,
locate wall brackets so holes for wall anchors occur in tile joints.
Samples for Selection & verification prior fabrication process: Furnish samples of
Size: 2 by 2 inch minimum, in type of finish specified
Stainless Toilet Partitions: Against rust-out: 15 years.

F- Paint
1. Paint includes painting and finishing of exposed interior items "Paint" as used
herein means all coating system materials including primers, emulsions, fillers,
and other applied materials whether used as prime, intermediate, or finish coats.
2. The extent of Paintwork is:
a. Painting all the walls and the ceiling of the bathroom
b. Paint/polish the wooden seats in the bathroom

3. Products
All Paint materials shall be contractor furnished, subject to compliance
with requirements to products of “JOHTUN”, for paint
4. Paint schedule:
a. Emulsion paint for all interior walls and ceilings, Fenomastic Hygiene ( Jutun)
i. Paint color: Off white
b. Varnish Wood paint
i. Color: natural wooden
A. EXECUTION
I. Preparation
1. General Procedures: Remove hardware and hardware accessories, plates, machined
surfaces, lighting fixtures, for complete painting of the items and adjacent surfaces.
Cover all the wood works, aluminum work, and built in work to protect them during
the painting operation.
2. Following completion of painting operations in each space or area, have items
reinstalled by workers skilled in the trades involved. Prepare the surfaces to be
painted by removing efflorescence, chalk, dust, dirt, grease, oils, and by roughening
as required to receive paint primers. For newly plastered walls, apply sufficient
layers of primers necessary for receiving paint. For previously painted walls, remove
the deteriorated and damaged paint layers as required. For wooden frames and
trims, remove previous paint layers by sanding and scraping and prepare surfaces as
required to receive new paint. Use washed enamel technique to have smooth
finished surfaces. For the corner beads, sand previous paint layers and prepare to
reach aligned and true vertical corners.
3. Schedule cleaning and painting so that dust and other contaminants from the
cleaning process will not fall on wet, newly painted surfaces.
4. Stir material before application to produce a mixture of uniform density; stir as
required during application.
5. Use only thinners approved by the paint manufacturer, and only within
recommended limits.
II.

Application
1. Apply paint in accordance with manufacturer's directions. Use applicators and
techniques best suited for substrate and type of material being applied and to
ensure full and adequate coverage.
2. Do not paint over dirt, rust, scale, grease, moisture, scuffed surfaces, or conditions
detrimental to formation of a durable paint film.
3. Provide finish coats that are compatible with primers used.
4. Apply a minimum of two coats; do not apply succeeding coats until the previous coat
has cured as recommended by the manufacturer. Sand between applications where

sanding is required to produce an even smooth surface in accordance with the
manufacturer's directions.
5. Apply additional coats when undercoats, stains, or other conditions show through
final coat of paint until paint film is of uniform finish, color, and appearance.
6. Texture of Finish: Roll and redistribute paint to an even and fine texture. Leave no
evidence of rolling such as laps, irregularity in texture, or other surface
imperfections.
III.

Cleaning
1. Cleanup: At the end of each workday, remove empty cans, rags, rubbish, and other
discarded paint materials from the site.
2. Upon completion of painting, clean glass and paint- spattered surfaces. Remove
spattered paint by washing and scraping using care not to scratch or damage adjacent
finished surfaces.

G- The contractor shall clean the exhaust openings, AC openings and ducts as requested and
approved by the COR
H- The contractor shall maintain existing utilities indicated to remain and protect them against
damage during the works. Damages caused by demolition and renovation operations, shall be
repaired by the contractor at no additional cost to the Government.
I- The contractor shall transport from site all debris, rubbish, and materials resulting from
demolition operations and dispose off site on a daily basis in accordance with local regulations.

3. General Conditions of Contract
I
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

2
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

General
This is a firm fixed price turnkey job for the entire work and amount quoted shall include
all work described in attached drawing, scope of work and general condition of contract.
The lump sum price quoted shall be fixed and nothing extra will be entertained on any
account.
Contractor’s staff is subject to such restriction for entry and exit as are required by the
Embassy’s security requirement. Contractor’s staff will be subject to security cleared as
required by the Embassy.
Contractor shall restore all surfaces disturbed by construction to match with existing
finish.
Any deviation from the original contract/scope of work shall be informed to COR before
work begins. No additional work or changes will be carried out without a contract
modification.
All material shall be new, checked and approved by COR prior to installation and proper
test certificate of the materials to be submitted.
Responsibilities of contractor
Contractor shall be responsible for procuring, supplying, transporting, and providing all
labor, materials, tools and plant and equipment etc., required for completion of the
work in all respects and as per the scope of the work.
All expenses towards mobilization at site and demobilization including bringing in
equipment, workforce and materials, dismantling the equipment, clearing the site etc.
shall be deemed to be included in the rates quoted by the contractor against various
items of schedule of rates and no separate payment on such expenses shall be
entertained.
Contractor shall employ and provide one full time engineer to supervise the project and
has experienced of carrying out such type of work.
Contractor shall not proceed with next activity until previous activity will be checked
and approved by COR. Contractor shall mentioned all inspection dates in the schedule
chart
Contractor should keep the site clean and accessible to Embassy employee all time.
The contractor shall submit a detailed schedule showing each activity along its duration,
predecessors, and successors. A computerized schedule is preferred; however a bar
chart may be acceptable.
Duration of work for the project shall not exceed twenty 20 working days. Work will be
conducted within a very tight schedule which must be adhering to. Any changes will be
arranged NOT LESS than 4 days ahead of schedule.
Five days after contract award the contractor shall submit for approval. This schedule
shall be discusses and approved by the COR prior to work commencement. The
schedules shall be closely monitored. The contractor shall identify areas of problem and

take the necessary actions to improve and maintain progress within the approved
schedule.
3

Specifications
1. Work under this contract shall be carried out strictly in accordance with specifications
attached and will meet US and Local codes.

4
1.

2.

3.
4.

5

Drawings
1. Drawings shall be followed as closely as actual construction allows. Any deviations
require the Contracting Officer’s prior approval.

6
1.
2.

3.
4.
7

8

Execution of work
The Contractors are advised to review the attached set of drawings, material
specifications and scope of work. The Contractor should visit and walk through the site
to familiarize themselves with the site conditions to understand the exact quantum of
work.
On award of the work, Contractor shall submit a bar chart within 3 days for approval of
the Contracting Officer Representative (COR). All dates and time schedule agreed upon
should be strictly adhered. Contractor shall notify the COR well in advance regarding the
problems, if contractor is expecting/facing during the execution of the project.
The contractor shall prepare and send week’s ahead activity plan via e-mail.
For dismantling/blocking or making connection to any existing services or any shutdown, contractor shall inform the COR at least three working days in advance and
proceed with the work only after the permission from the COR.

Materials
All materials used on this work shall be new and conforming to the contract
specifications as per US and Local codes
Materials shall conform to the latest US Standards specifications as amended to date
and carry certification mark. Contractor shall submit material samples and catalog for
approval.
All materials used on the project shall be approved by the Contracting Officer
Representative (COR) before use.
Any changes/ substitute on material shall need to be approved by COR before proceed.

Storage of materials
1. All materials shall be stored in a proper manner protected from natural elements so as
to avoid contamination and deterioration.
2. All reinforcement bars shall be stored in such a way to prevent deterioration, corrosion,
scale formation and rusting. Every bar shall be checked or inspected before assembling
on the work. Defective, brittle or bent bars shall be discarded
Site clearance and cleanup

1. The Contractor shall clear away all debris and excesses materials accumulated at the site
and dispose it away from the Embassy premises and maintain a neat site conditions.
2. On completion of project, Contractor shall remove all surplus materials and leave the
site in a broom clean condition.
9.

Workmanship
1. Workers working on the site shall be skilled in their job and have experience in same
type of job.

10.

Working Hours
1. Working hours shall be 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. Sunday to Thursday. No work shall be
done on Fridays, Saturdays and holidays without the prior approval of the Contracting
Officer.

11.

Security Clearance
1. The Contractor shall inform and provide in writing transportation details (vehicle
registration number, drivers name and date of delivery) to the COR at least 24 hours in
advance for material deliveries.
2. Contractor shall give his workers name at least 3 days in advance to get the security
clearance. All the workers shall have the photo ID or photo ID with the company name.

12.
Safety procedures
Scope and Application
1. Contractor must meet with POSHO or representative before each phase of work
begins to discuss safety concerns and agree upon appropriate PPE, methodology,
and risk mitigation plans.
2. Contractor shall acknowledge POSHO authority to specify ideas, monitor towards
completeness until shut down.
3. This document applies to all contractors and subcontractors working at or on
American Embassy property owned or leased as specified in the scope of work.
While working on U.S. Government projects the contractor or subcontractor are
responsible for maintaining at least an agreed upon minimum amount of safety
for the workers and public.
This basic requirement is as follows:
1. Proper Protective Equipment will be worn by workers while in any work area or while
performing tasks that create hazards for workers. The requirements listed below are
minimum requirements, and may be supplemented or added to by the POSHO.
a. Safety glasses will be worn while performing the following
i. Drilling
ii. Chiseling, chipping
iii. Wood working, metal working

B. Hearing protection will be provided for all those who operate loud power tools and
equipment.
a. Hard hats will be worn in areas where falling objects are a hazard.
C. Gloves will be worn for cleanup and removal of work area waste and materials.
a. Proper footwear will be worn by all workers, including safety shoes.
D. The contractor will identify a safety officer for each project responsible for the following:
E. Shoring and trenching operations:
a. Shoring will be used for any trenching/digging deeper than 5 feet if a slope is not used
in excavation.
b. At least one worker will remain topside at all times.
c.
A ladder that allows for immediate escape will be available at all times.
F. Use of Signs and Barriers
a. Barriers and signs shall identify workplace hazards and special instructions.
b. Minimum space required to perform work shall be identified.
c. Ribbon, tape, fencing or portable barriers will create a controlled area around work
site.
G. Electrical issues
a. All power cords and power taps will be wired appropriately, leaving no exposed wires
that are live or could come in contact with staff.
b. While working on electrical systems proper lockout/tag-out procedures will be
followed, and the circuit being worked on will be de-energized (turned off at the main
breaker).
c. Power cords and temporary power will be GFCI protected and shall not be placed in
areas that are prone to flooding or are wet, (i.e. running through puddles on the
floor).
d. Equipment will be plugged into a standard GFCI-protected receptacle and not wired
directly into power taps.
H. Waste cleanup and removal
a. All excess or waste materials will be removed from the site at the close of each work
day. Debris will be removed to include food bags and containers. Staging of materials
shall be in an agreed upon location.
b. Safety meetings shall occur at least once a week with at least one Embassy staff
member present.

13.

Warranty
1. The contractor shall guarantee that all work performed will be free from all defects in
workmanship and materials and that all installation will provide the capacities and
characteristics specified. The contract further guarantees that if, during a period of
three years from the date of the certificate of completion and acceptance of the work,
any such defects will be repaired by the contractor at his expenses.

